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The COVID-19 global pandemic has changed

the way Pennsylvania, the country and the

world interacts, collaborates, and does

business together to an unparalleled degree.

While we are all are trying to adapt to this

new way of doing things, I am proud of the

way the Pennsylvania Insurance

Department has stepped up in the past

couple months and quickly adjusted to the

world’s “new normal.” 
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Commissioner's message continued

While working from home, PID staff is continuing to provide

excellent service, and proactively working on new initiatives and

innovative ways to carry out the department’s top priorities of

protecting Pennsylvania consumers and ensuring a robust,

competitive insurance marketplace.

A couple articles in this issue will address how the department’s

staff has adjusted to working from home while maintaining

service and supports during this unprecedented time. PID has also

been working to address the various issues that have arisen in the

insurance industry in the face of the pandemic, through official

notices issued in the Pennsylvania Bulletin and general

advisement in the course of business operations.

With the Department of Health, PID issued a notice to health

insurers in the commonwealth, giving recommendations on

providing health coverage during the pandemic, including

telehealth options, easing preauthorization requirements, and

ensuring access to prescription drugs. Access to health care

continues to be a priority for the department and lessening

consumers’ financial obligations in the course of testing and

treatment of COVID-19 was a big first step in dealing with this

health crisis.

Early in the pandemic, I issued a notice to all department-regulated entities, including insurers and insurance licensees,

urging flexibility to assist Pennsylvanians who may not be able to financially maintain their insurance plans. Many

people in the Commonwealth experienced monetary hardship during this outbreak, and many still are. Necessary

mitigation efforts unfortunately saw the loss of jobs, regular salaries and livelihoods for so many of our fellow citizens.

It is of paramount importance that despite these difficulties, individuals and businesses are able to maintain insurance

coverage to protect themselves and their family during this health crisis. I urged insurers to work with customers and

consider relaxing due dates for premiums payments, extending grace periods, waiving late fees and penalties, allowing

payment plans for premiums payments, and assisting affected policyholders to ensure that their insurance policies do

not lapse.

The department also issued a similar notice to all insurers writing automobile insurance, personal and commercial,

within the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, urging increased flexibility in meeting the needs of their policyholders

and to find unique solutions to problems which may arise during the course of the pandemic.

In June, we became aware of new COVID-related fees that providers, particularly dental providers, may be charging

patients outside of the insurer-provider contract, as well as egregious bills, particularly for lab services, related to

COVID-19. I issued a notice cautioning insurers against improper price gouging and letting consumers and carriers

know that Commonwealth offices are here to help protect against such abuses. I am encouraging insurers to examine

their provider contracts and address these fees with providers or report such practices to the Office of Attorney

General.

The department took mitigation efforts of its own, beyond asking staff to work from home. In March, I issued notice to

insurance licensees to temporarily suspend all in-person classroom education approved by PID and encourage all

classroom courses to be offered via internet-based webinar format instead. The Office of Corporate and Financial

Regulation began to temporarily accept filings electronically to prevent disruption of business conducted by insurance

companies and other licensees.

In April, the department began issuing temporary producer licenses to qualifying individuals desiring to become

Pennsylvania resident insurance producers during pandemic. As all producer examination testing centers were closed
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in Pennsylvania, the department was tasked with creating a temporary pathway to address the disruption caused by

the virus. Temporary licenses, valid for 180 days from the date of issuance, are permitted for individuals sponsored by

an insurance company holding an active certificate of authority in Pennsylvania and authorized to write the lines of

insurance for which the individual is applying. The Department has since implemented remote testing, as well as

testing in Spanish and Chinese, which will not only increase access to testing during the unique considerations of

COVID-19 but well into the future.

These notices have been issued to ease the hardships that are being felt by Pennsylvanians during this crisis and

ensure minimum disruption to the department and industry. I am proud of the efforts the department has initiated

while working under extremely trying circumstances. As we continue to prioritize first-rate health care for all

Pennsylvanians, new initiatives such as the Pennsylvania Reinsurance Program will expand access to comprehensive

health coverage, and the transition to a state-based health care exchange is a huge step toward making health

insurance affordable and effective for all Pennsylvanians. Expanded access to health insurance coverage, and

therefore to care, is crucial in supporting Pennsylvanians through this ongoing health crisis.

Unfortunately, the COVID-19 crisis continues and I ask that all of you continue to be flexible, communicative, and

focused on the needs of Pennsylvanians as we continue to weather these uncertain times together.

For plan year 2021, Pennsylvania will transition from the Federally-Facilitated Marketplace, HealthCare.gov, to a

State-based Marketplace called Pennie™. Pennie is available to all Pennsylvanians and aims to improve the accessibility

and affordability of individual market health coverage. Pennie will be live at the beginning of the 2021 Open

Enrollment Period which runs from November 1, 2020 through January 15, 2021. Current HealthCare.gov customers

will be transitioned to Pennie for their 2021 coverage.

Pre-registration for PA-specific producers has now concluded.  For those nearly 2,600 pre-registered brokers, Pennie

will be in contact in the coming weeks about training and completing certification.

Pennie has streamlined producer certification training and has reduced it by about 40 percent to ensure a focus on

materials that are pertinent to Pennsylvania producers. Training will begin the week of 9/14.

For more information on Pennie™, please visit pennie.com.
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In the midst of the COVID-19 crisis, the Pennsylvania Insurance Department continues to foster an innovative

environment, recognizing now more than ever the importance of transformation and flexibility. 

In approaching these changing circumstances, we have begun evaluating our own internal processes and eliciting the

needs of stakeholders to prioritize initiatives and opportunities. Two undertakings the department is prioritizing

include improved processes for reviewing value-based payment (VBP) arrangements, and multiline products. A third

effort will be to solicit insurer feedback regarding the product filing checklists.  

VBP arrangements: Many health insurers are seeking to improve the quality of care, lower costs, and improve health

outcomes by developing financial partnerships with health care providers through VBP arrangements as an alternative

to traditional fee-for-service arrangements. As the department encourages creative partnerships that can improve

quality, efficiency of services, and reduce costs, it is also imperative that the VBP arrangements are consistent with the

commonwealth’s statutes and regulations. Therefore, the department is developing an external facing document to

assist insurers in submitting, and the department in conducting, an efficient review of VBP arrangements. We look

forward to working with insurers to help meet the dynamic and rapidly changing health care marketplace with the

purpose of ensuring consumers have access to affordable high-quality care.

Department Innovation

Multiline product submissions: The department

recognizes that product innovation includes the

merging of product lines. So, the department has

also developed multiline submission FAQs that

seek to clarify aspects of the submission of

multiline products – products that have multiple

benefits or features that cross between life, health,

and/or various property and casualty lines. As

products continue to evolve in nontraditional and

creative ways to meet the needs of consumers, the

department is making strides to facilitate efficient

review through clarifying expectations of these

filings and working with carriers early in the

process to navigate regulatory questions that may

arise.

Product filing checklist survey: The department

understands the importance of having an efficient

filing process to help insurers bring their products

to market quickly. We have created product filing

checklists and provided helpful guidance on the

SERFF General Instructions. We are seeking

insurer feedback to help us understand if the

checklists are user-friendly, how often they are

being utilized, and where we could improve.

Insurers may consider sharing this survey with

product and filing resource teams to help us

improve our regulatory process.
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Later this year, the department will be revealing an

Innovation Page on our website that will house resources

such as FAQs, information on forming a new company,

producer resources, and a designated place to submit an

innovative idea and subsequently engage with the

department. We know that in order to have a competitive,

robust insurance marketplace, the regulatory environment

must both foster innovation while simultaneously

ensuring strong consumer protections, and we know the

important benefits that responsible insurance innovation

will bring to Pennsylvania consumers. The department is

excited to engage with stakeholders and have

conversations about how innovative ideas may respond to

the needs of Pennsylvanians. Companies considering a

cutting-edge product or benefit design that breaks from a

traditional mold, should reach out to the department via

email to our Chief of Staff, Michael Humphreys

at mhumphreys@pa.gov.

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/2020PIDChecklists


As we near six months of teleworking during the COVID-19 pandemic, the Office of Corporate and Financial

Regulation (OCFR) wanted to provide an update on how staff has adjusted.  For the most part, work has continued with

little loss of productivity.  The entities OCFR regulates agreed to email electronic versions of the paper documents that

were in process or that were being withheld by the companies as a non-essential filing at the Department’s request.

As of June 27, the Pennsylvania Insurance Department is once again accepting non-essential filings.  A limited number

of staff have returned to the office periodically for essential operations only, and Company Licensing is now able to

deposit paper checks.  The experience with teleworking has substantially expedited our progress in adopting a system

that will allow the department to accept payments electronically; we hope to report that system soon.  

Although in-person meetings have been suspended, virtual meetings are available upon request.  The department uses

Skype but will also participate in conference calls on other platforms.  Calls to work telephone numbers are answerable

through department-issued laptops to ensure that PID staff remain accessible while working remotely.  
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Department Teleworking

Those of us who relied heavily on paper are

learning to adjust.  One financial analyst realized he

would have to give up his beloved system of using

sticky notes as reminders because confidentiality

rules forbid him from allowing his housemate to

see private information about companies.  A

licensing specialist learned how to review

applications electronically after printing one long

application blew through an entire $35 toner

cartridge.

Perhaps the saddest part of our transition to

telework is not having a chance to gather as a

group to wish for a happy retirement for our

leader, Joe DiMemmo, who completed 40 years of

service to the Commonwealth on August 21.  We

will miss you, Joe!

Mcare and Remote Alternative Dispute Resolution 
Since 2003, the Pennsylvania Insurance Department’s Medical Care Availability and Reduction of Error Fund (Mcare),

the medical malpractice insurance industry and healthcare provider community have effectively used Alternative

Dispute Resolution (ADR) for early resolution of appropriate cases in Pennsylvania. Typically, ADR, primarily

mediation and arbitration, occurs with the participants attending in person.  In March 2020, methods were changed to

virtual platforms due to the pandemic and the need for social distancing.  Since then, Mcare claims staff has

collaborated with key medical malpractice neutrals and other members of the Pennsylvania medical malpractice

community to support the continued resolution of medical malpractice claims by transitioning from in-person events

to video-conferenced mediations and arbitrations.   

Video-conferenced mediation allows for face-to-face interaction with multiple parties including the patient and their

family, healthcare providers, attorneys, insurance representatives, and Mcare staff. The video-conferencing

application selected, usually Zoom, Skype or MS Teams, generally depends on the preference of the litigation parties

and the mediator.  Video-conferenced mediation typically begins with a joint session with all participants meeting

together, providing the opportunity to observe one another.  Following the joint session, the mediator separates the

participants into different breakout rooms, either individually or in groups, to allow for confidential communications.

Continued on Page 6



The mediator then moves from one breakout room to another facilitating settlement discussions among the parties.

This process typically occurs over an entire day.  Since mid-March 2020, Mcare claims examiners have participated in

more than 40 remote mediations, successfully resolving many cases and making significant progress toward resolution

in others.   

Arbitration can also be conducted by video conference, socially distant in-person hearing, or some combination of the

two.  Arbitrations are similar to trial proceedings and depend on live witness testimony. Socially distant in-person

arbitration hearings are being used effectively and are encouraged in appropriate cases. Mcare is working with all our

external customers in promoting claim resolution through means of remote or socially distanced arbitration, especially

in light of the litigation court continuances due to Covid 19.   

Mcare has been recognized for its innovative claims resolution strategies and is continuing to serve the Pennsylvania

medical malpractice community by ensuring that alternative dispute resolution during the pandemic crisis, whether by

remote or socially distanced proceedings, occurs in order to timely and justly compensate medical malpractice victims. 

Joe DiMemmo, Deputy Commissioner for Corporate and

Financial Regulation, retired on August 21 after 40 years

with the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. He directed

the Insurance Department’s solvency monitoring

operations for Pennsylvania’s domestic insurance

companies for the last 4.5 years, where he

was responsible for the financial analysis, examinations

and corporate licensing of the approximate 250

companies authorized to operate as insurance companies

in Pennsylvania.

Joe spent the previous 12 years as Deputy Commissioner

for Liquidations, Rehabilitations, and Special Funds.  He

served the citizens of Pennsylvania for 31 years with the

Insurance Department and will be a sorely missed asset

to Pennsylvania’s insurance regulatory system.

As we bid Joe farewell and best wishes, Melissa Greiner

will step into the role of head of Corporate and Financial

Regulation. In her previous role as the Department’s

Bureau Director of Financial Examinations Melissa was

responsible for scheduling, staffing and managing

financial examinations for all domestic insurance

companies and continuing care retirement community

providers. She also served as PID’s property casualty

solvency actuary, overseeing the coordination and

planning of actuarial work required for all property

casualty insurance examinations.

Melissa has been with the Insurance Department for more

than 18 years. Prior to joining the department, she worked

for 10 years in the insurance industry specializing in

ratemaking, management reporting and new product

development. Melissa holds a B.S. in mathematics from

Elizabethtown College with concentrations in actuarial

science and statistics.

Congratulations, Melissa!

PID also welcomed Tawny Mummah as Executive Director

of Mcare on July 20. Tawny comes to the department from

Post & Schell, P.C., where she served as a member of the

firm’s Health Care Practice Group. Prior to her work in the

private sector, she was the chief counsel for the

Pennsylvania Department of Drug and Alcohol Programs.

Tawny also previously served as department counsel for the

Insurance Department for 10 years, where she was the lead

counsel responsible for litigating on behalf of Mcare.

Tawny earned her J.D. from Widener University School of

Law, and her B.A. in political science from Marshall

University.  She lives in Juniata County with her husband,

Ken, and their three children, Harrison (14), Haley (14) and

Olivia (10).

Welcome aboard, Tawny!
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The National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) has formed a special committee that will solely focus on

the relationship between race and insurance. The special committee will be co-chaired by Ray Farmer, NAIC President

and Director of the South Carolina Department of Insurance, and David Altmaier, NAIC President-Elect and

Commissioner of the Florida Office of Insurance Regulation. Pennsylvania Insurance Commissioner Jessica Altman has

been selected to serve on the committee alongside other state regulators. 

“Identifying the red flags and examining hurdles that some communities are facing, is not only important but essential

to the well-being and advancement of the insurance industry,” said Altman. “The Pennsylvania Insurance Department

is pursuing internal discussions intended to parallel ongoing activity at the NAIC and the creation of the NAIC’s Special

Committee on Race & Insurance.”

In addition to the formation of the committee, the NAIC held a special session on Race and Insurance on August 13

during its Summer National Meeting. Commissioner Altman participated on the third panel that comprised a number

of Commissioners sharing their thoughts and experiences. The Special Committee will next meet on September 17.

“Our regulatory system and insurance in general is a reflection of the society it aims to protect, and while state

insurance regulators have worked to eliminate overt discrimination and racism, we all have been increasingly aware

that unconscious bias can be just as damaging to society,” said NAIC CEO, Mike Consedine. “I applaud the commitment

of our membership in their decision to embark on this important work.”

Conduct research and analyze the level of

diversity and inclusion within the insurance

sector.

Engage with a broad group of stakeholders on

issues related to race, diversity, and inclusion in

the insurance sector.

Determine whether current practices exist in

the insurance sector that potentially

disadvantage minorities.

Make recommendations to the Executive

Committee and membership by year-end

regarding steps: (a) both insurance regulators

and the insurance industry can take to increase

diversity and inclusion; (b) that should be taken

to address practices that potentially

disadvantage minorities; and (c) to ensure

ongoing engagement of the NAIC on these

issues through charges to existing committees,

task forces and working groups.

The committee is charged with the following:

NAIC Announces Special Committee Focused on Race & Insurance
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Isn’t it amazing how fast we have adapted to using new technology? Maybe we wouldn’t have chosen a 100 percent

virtual world, but here we are living and thriving in the “new normal.”  With the health insurance rate filing season

fast approaching, we knew we needed to be ready. Pennsylvania had two major announcements this year; the launch

of a state-based health insurance exchange and the approval and implementation of a state reinsurance program.  

A little over a year ago, Act 42 was signed into law intending to provide lower premiums and increased access to health

insurance starting in 2021. The law created the Exchange Authority, as well as a new reinsurance program, which

permits the Insurance Department to apply for a federal waiver to secure funding and help reduce premiums in the

individual market. This fall, Pennsylvania is transitioning from healthcare.gov into running its own health insurance

marketplace. The transition enables Pennsylvania to gain control and redirect savings into a reinsurance program. 

This July, the U.S. Department of Health & Human Services and the U.S. Department of the Treasury approved

Pennsylvania’s Section 1332 Waiver application for a reinsurance program. Pennsylvania’s Reinsurance Program (PA

Re) is authorized to operate under section 1332 of the Affordable Care Act (ACA) from 2021 through 2025. The

reinsurance fund will help lower premiums for insured Pennsylvanians on the individual market. PA Re will partially

reimburse individual market insurers for high cost claims to help strengthen the individual exchange market. By

covering a portion of high cost claims for insurers, the reimbursements will help lower premiums from what they

would have been without PA Re. Lower premiums will improve access to affordable and comprehensive health care

coverage in the private individual market.

The user fee insurers pay to have their products
offered through the state-based marketplace will
provide the state’s share of funds for PA Re. The
“pass-through” funds the federal government saves
as a result of PA Re reducing premiums, and
thereby decreasing federal spending on
marketplace subsidies, will fund the greater portion
of the reinsurance costs. The reinsurance program
is expected to encourage insurers to maintain and
possibly expand geographic coverage areas and
may attract additional insurers to the state.  

For the first year of the reinsurance program,
beginning January 1, 2021, the adopted parameters
are an attachment point of $60,000, a cap of
$100,000, and a coinsurance rate of 60 percent. PA
Re projects that under the 1332 waiver, premiums
will be about 5 percent lower in 2021 than they
would have been without the waiver. These are
exciting measures for the health insurance market
in Pennsylvania, especially during a time that has
been filled with so much uncertainty presented by
COVID-19.

The pandemic has impacted so many individuals
financially. Many insurers responded with
premium relief efforts that offer some financial
assistance to policyholders. The Department has
reviewed and approved nearly 130 premium relief
filings ranging from 5 - 50 percent of one or more
months’ premium. The pandemic also presented
many challenges for the insureds who are
assessing the impact on future rates.

Change is Certain and Not All Bad
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Health insurers have had to contemplate multiple factors
to include vaccines, utilization, testing, treatment,
mortality and morbidity changes related to COVID-19.
Property and casualty insurers typically use experience
from 2018 to 2019 to project rates that would become
effective in 2020 to 2021. Now with consumers behaving
in new ways, like teleworking, or instead of working in
restaurants they are delivering essentials, the “new
normal” has caused us all to pause and consider if the
experience presented is predictive of future claim
experience.

The department must consider all the shifts in the market
including requests to reduce and increase premiums to
ensure the rates are the best representation of the future
market and are not inadequate, excessive, or unfairly
discriminatory. Dealing with change, even in the midst of a
storm, we need to pause, look up, and regroup. Together we
can focus on how we can build a stronger tomorrow.



Extended deadlines for voter registration

The option to vote by mail-in ballot

An end to straight-party voting

Extended deadlines to return your mail-in ballot 

Most Pennsylvania voters know that 2020 is an important election year. What you may not know is that there are BIG

changes to our election laws that make voting easier and more accessible for millions of voters across the

Commonwealth. 

Here’s what you need to know to be ready to vote in 2020.

Voting Reforms
Some important changes to Pennsylvania election laws went into effect this year. 

These changes include:

Visit VotesPA.com/readytovote to learn more.

Check your voter registration status at VotesPA.com/status.

Register or update your information at VotesPA.com/register.

You must apply for a ballot by 5:00 p.m. on October 27, 2020.

You can apply using an online application at votesPA.com/ApplyMailBallot, by mailing in apaper application, or by

submitting a paper application in person at the county election office.

When you apply in person, you can ask for your ballot immediately. If the ballot is available, you can complete it in

the office and return it to the county election staff.

You can return your completed ballot by mail or in person at your county election office. Check with your county to

see if they have additional drop-off locations

The county must receive your completed ballot by 8:00 pm on election day in order to count it. If your ballot arrives

after the deadline, it will not count, even if it was postmarked before the deadline.

Voter Registration
You now have more time to register to vote. The deadline to register to vote for the November 3rd general election is

October 19, 2020. You must submit a voter registration application if you are voting for the first time in Pennsylvania,

or if you need to update your address, change your party affiliation, or change your name.

Vote by Mail-in Ballot 
If you are a registered voter in Pennsylvania, you have a new option to vote by mail-in ballot. This is a great option for

voters who prefer the safety and convenience of voting at home. You do not have to provide a reason for requesting a

mail-in ballot.

If you decide to vote by mail-in ballot, keep in mind:
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Bring your ballot and the envelope with the voter’s declaration to your polling place and turn it in so you can vote

on your county’s voting system.

If you don’t have your ballot, you can vote by provisional ballot at your polling place. 

It’s important to know your vote is final once your county receives your voted mail-in ballot. If you return your voted

mail-in ballot by the deadline, you may not vote at your polling place on election day. If you do not return your voted

mail-in ballot by the deadline and you want to vote in person, you have two options: 

1.

2.

Keep in mind that you can avoid the lines at your polling place by returning your voted mail-in ballot to the county

election office until 8:00 pm on election day.

When you apply for a mail-in ballot, you can ask to be added to the annual mail-in ballot list. When you are on the

annual list, you will get an application in the mail each year to have the ballots for every election that year mailed to

you. Simply check the box for “annual mail-in request.” Learn more about mail-in voting at VotesPA.com/mailballot.

No straight-party voting 

You no longer have the option to check just one box to vote for all the candidates of one political party. You can still

select all candidates from one party, but you must select them individually in each contest.

New Voting Systems 

If you vote in person on election day, you may use new voting equipment for the first time. These new systems provide

a paper record to ensure accuracy, and you will have the opportunity to confirm your choices on a paper record before

casting your vote. Plus, the new systems are easy to use and have accessible features to make voting easy and

convenient for voters with disabilities.

Go to VotesPA.com/readytovote to explore your county’s voting system. Do your part by being a prepared voter before

you head to your polling place. This will help things run smoothly on election day.

Spread the Word! Follow the Pennsylvania Department of State on Facebook @PADepartmentofState and Twitter

@PAStateDept. Help your fellow Pennsylvanians get #ReadytoVote2020 by sharing content about the 2020 elections

from THE trusted source for Pennsylvania election information.

Vote continued
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Flood Insurance Pivotal in National Preparedness
Hello from FEMA R3!

September is National Preparedness Month, and we here at FEMA are asking

everyone to take action now: make an emergency plan with your family, check

your insurance coverage, learn life-saving skills, and prepare financially for an

emergency. We know that nearly 60% of Americans couldn’t cover a $1,000

emergency with savings. This is one reason the insurance community has an

especially critical role to play in helping Pennsylvania residents prepare for the

next disaster. 

Flooding is the most common and costly natural disaster in the United States and in Pennsylvania.

Homeowners insurance doesn’t cover flood damage, but flood insurance does.

Anyone can purchase flood insurance through the National Flood Insurance Program. People don’t have to live in

the FEMA floodplain. In fact – insurance for people just outside the floodplain is significantly less expensive. The

average annual premium for PA residents in the Special Flood Hazard Area (SFHA) is $1800. For those outside the

SFHA, the average premium is less than half that at $700.

This September, join us in getting ready during National Preparedness month.

Whether you are talking to a client or a neighbor, start by knowing the basics about flood insurance:

1.

2.

3.

Flood continued on page 11 
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4. The NFIP is not the only option. What matters most to FEMA is that people are properly insured. The PA Insurance

Commissioner website has excellent information about private insurance options for

floods. https://www.insurance.pa.gov/Coverage/Pages/Flood.aspx

5. FEMA has a whole website devoted to helping insurance agents learn about and promote flood insurance.

Visit https://agents.floodsmart.gov/.

In January 2020, I met with Commissioner Altman to discuss the key role the insurance industry plays in helping

people recover from disaster. In Pennsylvania, there is room for the industry to grow. Only 25% of PA properties in a

high flood risk area are covered by the NFIP – leaving many people vulnerable. Working together, we can make sure

that more residents in the Commonwealth are ready for the next flood.

Flood continued
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Commissioner Altman joins Jeff Thomas, PEMA Executive

Deputy Director, and others to discuss insurance at the PA Flood

Insurance Roundtable in Lycoming County. August 2018.  

Photo credit: Ioannis Pashakis/Sun-Gazette

Join us in this effort by talking with people about the importance of insurance. We are looking forward to working

with you and continuing our partnership during National Preparedness Month and every month after that. 

MaryAnn Tierney

Regional Administrator

FEMA Region 3

https://www.insurance.pa.gov/Coverage/Pages/Flood.aspx
https://agents.floodsmart.gov/

